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The proper study 
of mankind is the 
science of design 
- Herbert Simon
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What is Design?



         who devises 
courses of action 
aimed at changing 

existing situations into 
preferred ones 

EVERYONE 
DESIGNS 

Herbert Simon

punyamishra@







We conceptualize design as being a 
contextually-grounded, purposeful, creative, 
and iterative process process of identifying 
problems and developing solutions to 
complex (wicked) problems of practice in 
situations fraught with ambiguity and 
complexity.



But what does 
“design” mean 
in education 
and e-learning?



Method and Analysis.



● Searched ERIC (eric.ed.gov):
○ 2007-2016
○ InTitle: “design” and variants

● Removed duplicates
● Parsed phrases by isolating words before and after 

“design”

Method



Findings.



Counts by Year

● 2007-2011: average of 
437 per year

● 2012-2016: average of 
516 per year

Year Count

2007 349

2008 320

2009 453

2010 535

2011 527

2012 544

2013 552

2014 369

2015 507

2016 606

Total 4762





Top Phrases by Count
Phrase Count

Instructional Design 312

Course Design 156

Design Education 148

Learning Design 146

Engineering Design 142

Curriculum Design 141

Universal Design 139

Design and Implementation 121

Universal Design for 104

Design for Learning 102

Design Research 96

Design Process 89

Design-Based Research 75

Phrase Count

Design Course 74

Design and Development 73

Design and Implementation of 72

Game Design 71

Experimental Design 69

Design Principles 65

Research Design 56

Design Studio 53

Design Students 52

Design Thinking 48

Art and Design 46

Design and Technology 45



Instructional Design



“Instructional Design” by Publication

Journal Publication Count

ProQuest LLC 32

Educational Technology 30

Educational Technology Research and Development 18

TechTrends: Linking Research and Practice to Improve Learning 12

Online Submission 11

British Journal of Educational Technology 7

Turkish Online Journal of Educational Technology - TOJET 7

International Journal on E-Learning 5

Performance Improvement Quarterly 5

Journal of Educational Technology Systems 5



Instructional, Design, Technology, Educational?
AECT 1994:
“Instructional Technology is the theory and practice of design, development, utilization, 
management, and evaluation of processes and resources for learning” (Richey & Seels, 1994, p. 1).  

Resier 2012 (Instructional Design and Technology)
“encompasses the analysis of learning and performance problems, and the design, development, 
implementation, evaluation, and management of instructional and non-instructional processes and 
resources intended to to improve learning and performance” (Resiser, 2012, p. 5).

AECT 2018:
“Educational technology is the study and ethical application of theory, research, and best 
practices to advance knowledge as well as mediate and improve learning and performance through 
the strategic design, management and implementation of learning and instructional processes and 
resources.” (AECT, n.d.)



How Instructional Design Uses “Design”

1. To describe the instructional design 
process

2. As a component of instructional design 
work

3. A specific type of production work 
(“graphic design” “lighting design”)



Learning Design



Pearson: “Learning Design”

Learning design
When designing our products, we apply principles based on learning research. We call this 
approach learning design.

Learning design puts the learner’s experience at the heart of every product development decision, 
and ensures those decisions are backed up by learning research about how to improve outcomes.

Learning design involves:
● understanding learners’ and educators’ needs
● aligning needs to evidence from research
● iteratively creating and testing solutions

From https://www.pearson.com/corporate/efficacy-and-research/capabilities/learning-research-design.html



Game Design



Definitions
● Gee (2009): 

“Game design is applied learning theory and good game designers have discovered important 
principles of learning without needing to be or become academic learning theorists.” [Game design 
goes beyond the immediate game to also include the] “socially-shared practices like faqs or strategy 
guides, cheats, forums, and other players” (p. 47). 

● Kafai, 2006:

The greatest learning benefit remains reserved for those engaged in the design process, the game 
designers, and not those at the receiving end, the game players. After all, the game player is not 
partial to the discussions involved in developing valid instructional game ideas, designs, and 
strategies. What finds its way into the final designs is only a substrate of those discussions. (p. 39)



Design and Technology

Universal Design for Learning

Design and Implementation

Design and Technology Education





In Conclusion





A Design Problem or Designing Possibility?
Noun:

● Process
● Product
● Structure or format
● Collection of principles or guidelines

Verb:
● To create something “new” and “unique”
● To use a template or systematic process to create something
● To create something based on established research or principles




